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TODAY’S FREE SPORTS BETTING TIPS… 
Race To Win 
Win Bet - Yarmouth 15:15 - Questionaire @ 15/8  

Unity Racing Investments 
Win Bet - Nottingham 16:35 - Champagne Champ @ 2/1  

Value Wins 
Win Bet - Punchestown 18:40 - Getabird @ 9/2 
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BetFan's Top 3 Tipster 
Champions For The Month 

So Far Are... 
Service Name Points £10 per pt 

Secret Handicapper+150.49 £1,504.90  
L7N Longshots +123.80 £1,238.00  
Race To Win +73.69 £736.90 
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Today's Sports Betting Preview & BONUS Tips - By Rick 
Elliott


Tottenham Can Take A Crucial Lead To Holland 
Tottenham are the only club in the last four of the Champions League who have 
not been champions of Europe before. In fact, Liverpool (5 times), Barcelona (5) 
and Ajax (4) are multiple winners of the competition in its current guise or the 
European Cup. Tottenham have not even played in the final but that could all 
change this year. ‘The names written on the Cup’ could apply this season 
because Tottenham have pulled off some unlikely results during progress to 
the semi-finals. Even now they are without their talisman, Harry Kane, but he 
has not been missed in the Champions League which TOTTENHAM are 9/2 
with Coral to win for the first time.  

The next hurdle to overcome is Ajax and it’s the first leg of the semi-finals at the 
Tottenham Hotspur Stadium this evening. Ajax have knocked out Real Madrid and 
Juventus in the last two rounds and won the away leg in both ties. However, they 
played the first match at home so knew what was required in the reverse fixture on 
the road. The dynamic is different in this tie and Ajax cannot be gung-ho from the 
start. Tottenham have conceded just two goals in seven matches at home and 
preventing the away goal will be paramount tonight. TOTTENHAM may not achieve 
that objective but can take a lead to Amsterdam by winning the match at 6/4 with 
Paddy Power. 


On the first day of the Punchestown Festival and the decision to take coverage of 
Irish racing to a new platform is coming home to roost. Every meeting in Ireland was 
free to view for Sky subscribers on At The Races. However, there is now an 
additional charge to watch racing from Ireland. Punchestown is Ireland’s version of 
the Cheltenham Festival and Willie Mullins always sends a strong team and today he 
races some superstars. Arguably the best performance at Cheltenham or Aintree 
was by MIN at the Grand National meeting and the horse is 8/13 with Coral to 
follow up in the Champion Chase over two miles at Punchestown (5.30) today. 
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We Need Them And of Course They Need Us... 
Bookmakers of Course - By High Roller Racing


This year has been a very testing time for me with Bookmakers and I will 
explain more shortly but we all need Bookies and they need to in turn need to 
treat us properly... with decency, respect and just be fair. That's all most of us 
ask. 

We need to also be very careful with whom we bet and spread our bets around if 
possible. You see at the end of the day the bookies accept bets but moan and groan 
if a customer backs too many winning bets but there is nothing in the rules to say... 
"if you win we may close, refuse your bets or limit your bets".


I have accounts with 17 bookmakers and at the start of this year, 2016, I had 20 
bookmaker accounts. Three bookies have this year closed my accounts because I 
was winning on a regular basis from them. Unfortunately I cannot disclose the 
names of these bookies but I will explain what happened. Let's call them Bookie A, 
B, C.


Bookie A I opened my account in January and place a £50 each way bet at 5/1 
which won returning £400 and making a profit of £300. As a new customer I placed 
a free £30 introductory bet which lost. My next bet with bookie A was two weeks 
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later when I had £650 win at 8/13 which won returning a clear profit of £400. The 
problem then started as I asked for £700 at 4/7... bookie A refused the bet but 
offered to take £70 from me at 4/7... I declined the bet. Two weeks later I asked for 
£300 at 4/6 which they offered to take £60 at 4/6... I declined. The staff at bookie A 
said it was a traders decision but these are bookmakers listed alongside others on 
Oddschecker... couldn't believe it. I suggested to their customer services perhaps I 
ought to close the account... to my amazement they said "fine" and closed it 
instantly.


Bookie B I opened just before Christmas last year and my first bet of £1,000 at 5/4 
won being heavily gambled into 1-2 on. It won and then a few weeks later I asked 
Bookie B for £7,000 to win at odds of 1/7... guess what? They turned the bet down 
with no offer of a reduced stake. My next attempt was £300 each way at 6/1 when 
they offered me £10 each way at 6/1... wow... I refused that bet. I then asked for 
£3300 at 4/11... refused point blank... "sorry sir traders do not wish to accept this 
bet"... I closed this account as well.


The biscuit came with Bookie C... I have had this account for a number of years but 
in the last 18 months things have been going well. I tried a few bets with them which 
were halved or even offered to accept at a lower price... all efforts to get me to NOT 
bet with Bookie C! The final straw for me came this last week when a horse I was 
interested in I had backed elsewhere £300 each way at 9/2 best odds guaranteed... 
bookie C offered EVENS for a place so the £500 place only bet was accepted. Then 
the operator got my £500 deposit approved at the bank before telling me the 
ttraders would only accept £250 and they said they were concerned about my level 
of gambling!!! What they should have said was they were concerned about my level 
of winning. They put a person on asking if I had a problem with gambling AND 
would not take any notice of my telling them I do this professionally for a living. The 
questions continued, continued and continued… I asked... "Do you want me to 
close my account?"... the operator said "hold on sir I will put you through to that 
department"... I think this was a designed effort on Bookie C to get my account 
closed... at all costs.


So please beware and open as many accounts as you need. As far as winning is 
concerned let's do it... I hate losing... don't you? This month my service High Roller 
Racing has been doing quite well and we are, as I write, showing a profit for April of 
21.47 points or in pounds sterling £2,147 if you backed all selections to £100 per 
point as advised. So it is worth your while giving a proven profit making service your 
choice.


CLICK HERE And Become A High Roller! 
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Tuesday’s Horses In Focus - By Unity Racing Investments


Well we have started our recovery from a really poor set of results with the last 3 
days all being winners. Sadly yesterday our 16/1 shot Ay Up Mick was a fast 
finishing 2nd but just couldn't quite catch the winner.


In this game it's all small Margins. He should win next time out and the blinkers 
seemed to really help him out. We did however bag 8/1 winner FIRE DIAMOND. We 
will need something special today to end with a profit for the month. 


Today's Free Tip  

Newcastle 5-20 Handicap (Class 4) 7f  

CHAPLIN BAY 6/1 has a decent chance of landing this contest. We backed the 
horse last time out and he travelled well and was a strong finishing 3rd. That race 
will have put him spot on for the race today and a big run is expected. With a nice 
weight on his back he also has a 2lb pull with Chosen Word for a length beating so 
he should be there about at the business end.


CLICK HERE - Discover Unity Racing Investments! 
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